
Torugart Too Expedition: August/September 2019 

Introduction 

Between August 25th and September 12th 2019, a multinational team from New Zealand, Sweden, Canada and 

Ireland descended upon Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan with the aim of climbing virgin peaks in the western Torugart Too 

range, on the Kyrgyz Republic/Chinese border. 

 

Team members 

Derek Billings:  Team Leader 

Robin Ohlsson:  Climbing member 

David Ryan:  Climbing member 

Robert Hughes-Game: Climbing member 

Jenna Hughes-Game: Climbing member 

 

Background: 

Derek had enquired about a potential virgin peak trip back in late 2016 when emailing Pat Littlejohn (previously of 

ISM) about potential areas of exploration. He suggested looking into the western Torugart Too range as he was 

aware of a number of explorations into the eastern side of the range where the taller 5000m+ peaks stood. He put 

us in touch with Vladimir Komissarov of ITMC and the Kyrgyz Alpine club who also confirmed this area should hold 

virgin summits. Our remit for climbing was non-technical ascents between 4000-5000m. And this area looked 

appropriate from the maps and images we garnered from the internet. 

 

Climbing 

We arrived at our basecamp location after being transported from Bishkek, via Naryn by a 4WD Kamaz vehicle on 

August 28th (coincidentally Derek’s 40th birthday). 

Here we set up our facilities and began to acclimatise by ascending various low-lying hills around the campsite. 

The map below and descriptions summarise the ascents: 
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Figures 23 and 21 from pages 249 and 247 of mountain regions of Kyrgyzstan guidebook.  Successful summits below in blue triangles.



Summit 1 (route 1 on map) 

 
Photo of the route: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date climbed 30/08/19 

Climbers Derek Billings, Robin Ohlsson 

Grade AD 

Summit height 4710m 

Weather Fair conditions, light westerly breeze (<5knots) 

Description We ascended the NW ridge up a steady line of scree until reaching the rocky shoulder 
of the flat western ridge. From here we walked freely, avoiding many small 
gendarmes along the way. When the ridge rose up again, we scrambled over loose 
rock buttresses until gaining the snow line at approx. 4400m. with crampons and ice 
tools we zigzagged (un-roped) our way through 45°-50° snow slopes until we gained 
the more sympathetically angled higher ridge. Variations of front pointing and flat 
footing were used to gain one last snow gully which steepened significantly on snow 
and scree to gain the summit. Descent was via the same route to ABC at 3900m. Due 
to a rushed acclimatisation, descent was very slow and laboured. 
 
Suggested peak name: 
 

Ketiley peak  
 
This is a combination of 3 names; Kerry (Derek’s fiancé) and daughters Tia and Leylah. 
One of my main motivations of climbing a virgin peak was to be able to name 
something after my family, so that my children could be proud of something their 
father has done long after I’ve passed away. Also, Kerry and I are getting married next 
year so it would be an amazing wedding present to have a peak named after her. I 
realise this has no Kyrgyz translation but was hoping the fact other peaks in this area 
have been named after people e.g. Pk Helen, that this would be allowed. 
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Failed attempt (route 2 on map) 
 

Date climbed 31/08/19 

Climbers David Ryan, Jenna Hughes-Game 

Grade n/a 

Summit height Not achieved 

Weather Fair conditions, light variable breeze (<5knots) 

Description From ABC, a long scree slope was ascended finishing on the main NE ridge, at which 
point a large unstable rock buttress was encountered which was impassable safely on 
either side. The decision was quickly made to return to ABC as both climbers were 
suffering from mild altitude sickness.  
High point reached – approximately 4300m 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summit 2 (route 3 on map) 
 

Date climbed 03/09/19 

Climbers Derek Billings, Robin Ohlsson, Dave Ryan, Robert Hughes-Game 

Grade PD- 

Summit height 4622m 

Weather Fair conditions to summit ridge, mild south westerly breeze (<10 knots). Cloud on tops 

Description After the successful first summit, we had photographic evidence of the surrounding 
peaks from good angles. It was decided that we would attempt a peak close to the 
border that ‘should’ prove easy access and a fairly achievable summit.  
What turned out to be a tricky approach through a steep river-cut valley made the 
walk in more tiring than expected but we set up ABC at approx. 4200m. 
We ascended the most western (of three), north facing spur, zig-zagging up fine scree 
until gaining the NE summit ridge. We encountered low angled firm snow which we 
climbed un-roped, until a final rocky summit steepened to 45° for approximately 10m, 
giving the route its only demanding section. All team members stood atop this 
summit. 
Descent was via the same route.  
 
Suggested peak name: 
 

Nomad 
 
We encountered a lot of local shepherds and hunters who lived in the yurts on the 
plateau. They were always pleasant and welcoming to us so we hoped to honour 
them by naming a peak after them. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Photo of route: 
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Summit 3 (route 4 on map) 
 

Date climbed 07/09/19 

Climbers Dave Ryan, Robert Hughes-Game, Jenna Hughes-Game 

Grade PD- 

Summit height 4766m 

Weather Clear conditions, light variable breeze (<5knots) 

Description Starting from ABC (4250m) at 6:30am, the team ascended steep scree until joining the 
saddle underneath the main snow slope on the main NE ridge, and avoided the rock 
buttresses that had stopped their ascent previously (route2). 
Once on the snow slope the team climbed the first three pitches roped up, using ice 
screws as protection for the less confident members of the team. After this the angle 
eased and the team simul climbed the remaining 150m to reach the summit at 
10:30am. 
Descent was initially via the snow slope and then an abseil down to the scree 
provided a fast one hour descent 
 
Suggested peak name: 
 

Jakşı adamdar peak 
 
English translation is ‘good people’ or ‘loved ones’ which represents the good nature 
of the local people we encountered and the loved ones at home that have helped in 
many ways, making this expedition possible. 
 

 

Photo of route: 
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Summit 4 (route 5 on map) 
 

Date climbed 09/09/19 

Climbers Derek Billings, Robin Ohlsson 

Grade AD+ 

Summit height 4737m 

Weather Strong winds (20-30knots), partially cloudy, very cold conditions 

Description From ABC at 4150m we left in very blustery conditions up the northern-most ridge 
until it joined with another ridge coming from the west. We sidled around the rocky 
point (nicknamed ‘the nipple’) on steep scree. The second rock buttress was avoided 
on the southern side fortunately as the alternative northern flank would have meant 
descending a lot of scree to regain the ridge. We looked at the northern face as a 
snow gulley looked promising, but not being able to see the top sections meant we 
avoided this, and when inspected closer the snow was quite thin. A second snow 
chute on the western face was again avoided when we encountered some hollow ice. 
Our last option was to take the rocky SW ridge which provided a tricky ascent due to 
very poor rock quality. We gained this by dropping low on the western face to avoid 
the poor-quality snow/ice. The wind died down during our ascent and we were able 
to scramble (British grade 2+) for approx. 150m to the summit.  
Descent was via a scree gulley adjacent to the ridge and required one 20m abseil 
when we encountered steep, bouldery terrain. 
 
Suggested peak name: 
 

Bürküt peak 
 
English translation is Eagle peak. We encountered many golden eagles during our 
time at base camp and saw one circling as we reached the summit of this mountain. 
Also, Robin’s fathers name is Arne (eagle in Swedish) which is a tribute to a person 
who has made such an influence on his life. 
 

 
Photo of route: 
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The ‘nipple’ 



Return to Bishkek 

We were picked up from basecamp on Sept 10th when the GAZ 66 arrived earlier than expected. Our driver was keen 

to leave (as were we) due to heavy snowfall the night before, and with all our climbing objectives met, there was no 

reason to hang around for another day. 

We were transported back to Bishkek, via overnight stop in Naryn without incident. 

 

Summary 

It was an extremely successful expedition for all involved with all members summitting at least one virgin peak. We 

had hoped to stand on top of at least one unclimbed summit between us, so reaching four was above and beyond 

our expectations. 

In hindsight, we perhaps went a bit too late in the season with the snow level much higher than expected, but this 

could not be avoided due to external work and study commitments for each team member. We were informed that 

the summer had been extremely hot, contributing to this. Thus, if returning, we would consider an earlier 

expedition, however we did find very settled weather during our time. 
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